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ABSTRACT 
Nuclearity of certain classes of non-archimedean Frechet spaces and their dual spaces is studied. 
INTRODUCTION 
Starting from elementary spaces of analytic functions (0 1) we construct 
countably normed non-archimedean (n.a.) sequence spaces (02). 
The general case of a n.a. Frechet space with a Schauder basis is studied in 
0 3. The following problems concerning these spaces are treated: classes of non- 
isomorphic spaces and nuclearity ($4) (Recall that the locally K-convex spaces E 
and F are said to be isomorphic if there exists a linear bijection from E to F 
which is a topological homeomorphism); nuclearity of the topological dual 
space (0 5). 
The spaces constructed in 0 1 serve as basic examples illustrating the general 
results. 
Throughout the paper K is a complete n.a. valued field. We assume the 
valuation to be non-trivial. 
For basic facts on n.a. locally convex spaces (locally K-convex spaces) we 
refer to [7]. 
The elementary definitions and properties concerning n.a. sequence spaces 
and Schauder bases can be found in [l] and [3]. They will be used without 
further reference. 
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!j I. NON-ARCHIMEDEAN SPACES OF ANALYTIC FUNCTIONS AND IMMEDIATE 
GENERALIZATIONS 
1.1. THE SPACE A, OF ENTIRE FUNCTIONS 
A function f : K+K is said to be an entire function if f can be written as 
f(x) = g (znx”, a” EK I+ and lim a,x” =0 VXC K. 
n=O ” 
A (canonical) n.a. locally convex topology on A, is determined by the sequence 
of norms 
pk(f)=m~~Icr,jk”, k=l,2,3 ,.... 
It is well-known (and easy to see) that the space A,, (pk) is a n.a. Frechet space 
in which the functions 1, x,x*, . . . , x”, . . . form a Schauder basis. Identifying each 
f EA, with the sequence (a,) of coefficients in its power series expansion the 
space A, can be identified (algebraically and topologically) with the sequence 
space 
{(a,,){a,,eK, V’n and li~la,jk”=O, k=l,2,...} 
with norms 
pk((an))=mnax~an~kn,k=l,2,3 ,.... 
1.2. THE SPACE A1 OF FUNCTIONS WHICH ARE ANALYTIC IN THE UNIT BALL OF K 
The space Al consists of the functions f: K-+K which can be written as 
f (xl =,j, ad”, a,,EK and li,m a,,x”=O, Ylxj<l. 
Equipped with the sequence of norms 
Pk(f)=yxla,l n, k=l,2,3 ,... 
the space A, is a n.a. Frechet space in which the functions 1, x,x*, . . . . x”, . . . 
form a Schauder basis (this is easy to prove). 
The space Al can be identified with the sequence space 
((an) [ a;, E K, I+z and lip janI 
with norms 
pk((an))=mnaxlanl & ‘, k=l,2,3,.... 
( > 
1.3. DEFINITIONS 
Let (a,) be a non-decreasing sequence of positive real numbers with liy a, = 00. 
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Then we define 
-Am = {(%I) [ a,tzK, V’n and limla;,(k“n=O, k&1,2,...} with norms 
pk((a,))=mnala,lkUn, k=l,2,3,..[1 
-A104 = {@.%I) 1 CZ,EK, t/n and li,m IonI sn=O, k=l,2,3 ,... } with 
norms Pk ((a,)) = m,a” I an I k=l,2,3 ,.... 
For a, = n we obtain the spaces A, and Al. 
!j 2. NON-ARCHIMEDEAN KdTHE SPACES 
2.1. DEFINITION 
Let B = (b,k) be an infinite matrix consisting of strictly positive real numbers and 
satisfying the conditions 
b,ksb;+‘, Vn, Vk. 
The n.a. K&he space K(B) associated with the matrix B is defined by 
K(B)={(~,){~,,EK, V’n and li~la,iI$=O, k=l,2,3,...}. 
2.2. PROPOSITION 
i) A n.a. K&he space K(B) is a perfect n.a. sequence space. 
ii) Its K&he-dual space is the space 
K(B)X= {(/3,,) 1 pn~K, V’n and ZIk such that s;p~<~o}. 
n 
iii) Equipped with the sequence of norms 
Pk((CI,))=mn=i%l& k=L2,3,... 
the space K(B) is a n.a. Frechet space in which the coordinate vectors (e,,) 
form a Schauder basis. 
iv) The topological dual space of K(B) can be identified with K(B)X. 
v) The n.a. Frechet topology on K(B) is normal topology of the dual pair 
MB), K(W). 
The proof is essentially the same as in the classical (archimedean) case (see e.g. 
[5] p. 414) and is therefore omitted. For the “normal topology” see [l]. 
2.3. REMARK 
The spaces A,(a) (resp. Al(a)) are n.a. K&he spaces corresponding with the 
matrices (k”n) (resp. (&r ). 
2.4. PROPOSITION 
Every n.a. countably normed Frechet space E with a Schauder basis can be 
identified with a n.a. K&he space. 
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PROOF: 
Let the topology of E be determined by the increasing sequence of norms 
(11 . Ilk), and let (x,) be a Schauder basis for E. 
Then (see [3] prop. 7) there exists an equivalent increasing sequence of norms 
(pk) on E with the property: 
f% vxeEx=C cr,xn:pdx)=mn~lanl Ilx,llk=m~~l~,l~~(x,). n 
Consider the matrix B = (pk(x,)) and identify XE E, x = C a,, x,, with the se- 
quence (an). n 
It follows now immediately that E can be identified (as a n.a. Frechet space) 
with K(B). 
2.5. REMARK 
The condition in proposition 2.4 stating that the topology of E can be deter- 
mined by a sequence of norms, is not always satisfied. 
There exist indeed n.a. Frechet spaces on which there exists no n.a. con- 
tinuous norm. An example of such a space is the space K” with the product 
topology. 
The next result shows the central position of K” as far as this problem is con- 
cerned. 
2.6. PROPOSITION 
Let E be a n.a. Frechet space on which there exists no n.a. continuous norm. 
Then 
i) E has a subspace which is isomorphic to K". 
ii) If K is spherically complete this subspace is complemented in E. 
PROOF OF i): 
Assume that the topology of E is determined by an increasing sequence 9 = (pk) 
of n.a. semi-norms (none of which is a n.a. norm). 
Let aI be an arbitrary non-zero element of E. Then (E is Hausdorff) there 
exists a k such that p&)#O. Let kl be the first index for which this happens 
and put 
al x1=-. 
pk, (al) 
Then 
pk(xI)=o k=l,2,...,k1-1 
Pk,h) = 1. 
Now pk, is not a n.a. norm on E. So there exists a2 # 0 in E such that I$ (ad = 0. 
Again there exists k >k, for which pk(a2) #O. Let k2 be the first index for 
which this happens and put 
a2 
x2=-. 
p&2) 
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Then 
pk(x2)=0 k=1,2,...,k2-1 
P&2) = 1. 
Repeating this argument we obtain a sequence (x,) CE and a strictly increasing 
sequence of indices (k,) such that for all n we have: 
pk(x,J=O k=l,2,...,k,-1 
P/c,(%) = 1. 
Remark that the topology of E can be determined by the increasing sub- 
sequence of n.a. semi-norms (pk,). 
Further, since 
(1) pki(x,,) =0 for ki< k, or i<n 
we have that lim pki(anxn) = 0 for all (on) E K’ and all i. n 
So, for all (an) eKh’l : lim a,,x, =0 in E, which means that the series E a,,x,, 
converges in E for all (a,)“eK”. 
n=l 
We now consider the linear mapping 
(2) T:KN-+E:(a,J+ ii wn. n=l 
It is left to prove that T is an isomorphism from K’“] into E. 
We first prove two results on the values of the pki on elements of Im T 
(3) vi : Pki( i an&) =Pki( f; anxn) II=, II=1 
(4) M:pki( f$ anxn)=lajl. 
n=i 
PROOF OF (3) 
E, anxn= i cx,x,+ i an&. n=l n=i+l 
Now 
If 
If 
OSP,( E anxn)~~~P~i(anxn)=O by (1). 
n=i+l 
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PROOF OF (4) 
f C&X,=CYiXi+ f anxn. 
PI=; n=i+l 
Now 
If ai= then pki(E anxn)=O. 
n=i 
If ai#O then Pk,(oiXi)=loiJ>O 
which gives 
Pki( f a,&) = max{Pki(ai%h Pk,(R=T+,%Xn)J = Jail. 
n=i 
THE MAPPING T (DEFINED IN (2)) IS CONTINUOUS 
(for the product topology on KN) 
Indeed we have for all i: 
T IS INJECTIVE 
Assume T((a,,)) = f a,,x,, = 0. 
Then II=1 
0 = PX~(~~, a,-%) = Ial I by (4). 
Hence f anx,, = 0 and pkz( i a,x,J = Iail = 0 etc. . . So a, = 0, Vn or (a,) = 0 
inK/d. n=2 n=2 
Im T IS COMPLETE (Hence Im T is closed in E) 
Let (#), yj = ; C&V,, be a Cauchy sequence in Im T. 
n=l 
Then Vi, b% >O, Zj(i, E) such that 
pki(nE, (afi - a,“)x,) c.5 for 1, m rj(i, c). 
Taking i = 1 we obtain by (4): 
Z?j(l,s) such that Ia:-a;“Ics for l,mrj(l,&). 
So the sequence (a{) converges in K (K is complete). Put al = lim a:. 
i 
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Further, by (4): 
l&a~I=pk2(i (4 - 47xJ 
?I=2 
~maxOal-aT”I ~k~(xd,~k~( fi <d--a%J> fl=l 
c.5 for I,m zj, 
where& is sufficiently large to make both terms <E. 
So the sequence (a;) converges in K. Put a2 = lim ai. 
i 
Repeating this argument we prove that for each n the sequence (ai) converges 
in K. We put 
a;,=lima;i‘ and y=C a,x,EImT. 
i ” 
It is left to prove that y = lim yi in E, or that 
Vi : lim pki(yi-y) = 0. 
i 
This follows immediately from 
Pki(Y’ -Y) = P/Cit.i, 04 - a&J (see (3)). 
Finally it follows from the open mapping theorem that K” and Im Tare iso- 
morphic. 
PROOF OF ii) 
We have to construct a continuous projection from E onto Im T. Consider for 
each k the linear mapping 
m 
Pk : Im T-K : C anxn +ak. 
?I=1 
Each of the Pk is continuous because the corresponding mapping K” +K: (an)+ 
+ak is. 
Since K is spherically complete there exists for each k a continuous linear 
mapping Tk : E + K such that the restriction of Tk to Im T is Pk. 
Define P : E + Im T by P(x) = E Tk(x)xk. 
k=l 
Then P is continuous by the Banach-Steinhaus theorem. 
Further: 
Pop(x) = P( i T&h) =,F, GW’(xk). 
k=l 
Now P(Xk)= 5 Ti(Xk)Xj= f.Pj(Xk)Xi=Xka 
i=l i=l 
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Hence P@(X) = P(x). 
Finally P is surjective. 
Indeed, take y E Im T, y = f a,~,, . 
ll=l 
Then 
Hence y = P(y). 
53. NLJCLEARITY OF NON-ARCHIMEDEAN KtiTHE SEQUENCE SPACES 
3.1. DEFINITION 
Let E and F be n.a. Banach spaces. 
A continuous linear mapping T : E + F is said to be compactoi’d if there exist 
sequences (y,) c F and (a,) c E’ such that li? # y,# Ha,, II= 0 and 
T(x)= f a,,(x)-y,, VxeE. 
n=l 
Remark that this is the n.a. “translation” of the classical definition of a nuclear 
mapping. We call it compactdid because the above definition is equivalent to 
“If BE is the unit ball in E then T(BE) is compactdid in F” (see [6] Th. 4.40). 
3.2. DEFINITION 
According to the classical definition of a nuclear space we say that a locally 
K-convex space is nuclear if the following holds: 
Let 4YE be a fundamental system of zero-neighbourhoods in E. For every 
U E 4~~ there exists VE WE, VC U, such that the canonical mapping 
l&J”A?“4” 
is compactdid. 
(&, & and pLTy are defined as in the classical theory, see also [2]). 
3.3. REMARK 
Nuclear locally K-convex spaces have been studied, for spherically complete K, 
in [2] and [4] where they were called “Schwartz-spaces”. Obviously not all the 
properties proved there remain valid in this general case. We give therefore an 
explicit proof of the properties we need and use the term “nuclear” to point out 
that K is arbitrary. 
3.4. PROPOSITION 
If a n.a. Banach space is nuclear then it is finite-dimensional. 
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PROOF. 
Let E be a n.a. Banach space with unit ball BE. 
Take U = BE E 4!&. Then I??” is isometric to E. 
Further there exists YE +YE such that the following diagram is commutative 
where cpUV is compactdid and vu is the identity (isometric) mapping. 
Hence the identity on E is compactdid, which means that BE is compactdid 
in E. 
Consequently E is finite dimentional. 
3.5. PROPOSITION: Criterium for nuclearity of a n.a. K&he space 
A n.a. K&he space K(B), B = (b,k) is nuclear if and only if for every k there 
exists kr > k such that 
b,” 
liF bk’ = O* n 
PROOF: 
For kc N let 17, be the corresponding zero-neighbourhood in K(B) and let Kk 
be the associated n.a. Banach space. 
Since every pk is a norm on K(B), no quotient has to be taken and it becomes 
easy to describe the space Kk explicitely. 
We have indeed: 
&={(a,,) 1 li? IanI b,k=O} 
normed by 
II(an)Ilk = m,ax 1% 6 
For kr > k the canonical mapping 
pk. k, : Kk, -‘Kk 
is the canonical injection. 
Take now k~ N and let k, >k be such that 
b,” 
lip bk’ = O- ” 
Then, for /? = (/?,) E Kk, , we have 
vk,k&&b= c hen = c %(8)% 
” n 
where e,,(p) is the value of the coordinate vector e,, , considered as an element of 
(&,)x=(Kk,)‘, in flE&,. 
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Now Jle, (Ik = bi and the norm on (&,)’ is, as is easily seen, given by 
So Ilen IlKi, = L. 
Hence 
b;l 
li,m Ilen Ilk Iki IlKi, = 0 
and (P~,~, is nuclear. 
This proves the first half of the proposition. 
Assume now that K(B) is nuclear and choose k E R\l. Then there exists kr > k 
such that the canonical mapping pk,k, : &, +Kk is compactdid. 
This means that the unit ball of Kkl is compacto’id in Kk . Or that 
4 = {(an) E& { la, I b;’ 5 1, vn) 
is compactoi’d in Kk , 
k 
We prove that lip $ = 0. 
n 
For each j consider the continuous linear mapping 
Then the sequence (Pj) converges pointwise to zero. 
Indeed : Vk : lim &(e((a,))) = lim Iaj I a! = 0. 
i i 
By the Banach-Steinhaus theorem (4) is equicontinuous and by [l] Prop. 13, 
the sequence (Pj) converges to zero uniformly on Bi . (*) 
CASE I: The valuation of K is discrete. 
Weput IK*l={lnl”)n~Z, In(<l}. 
Then M, Zni E Z such that 
Put 6i=xTIR’-i, then;EBi, Vi. 
By (*) we have ’ 
b% > 0, Zjs such that pk <e, Vi, Vj 1 j. 
or 
b% >O, Yj,, such that pk 
0 
9 
4 
<e, Vjjlj,. 
Consequently, for j 2 js: 
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k 
Hence li,m -$ = 0. 
J 
CASE 2: The valuation of K is dense. 
For each i choose Si E K such that 
Then 
By (*) we have as above: 
Zje such that pk 6, < +, vj Ijc. 
0 
5 
J 
Consequently, for j 2 jc 
3.6. COROLLARY 
The spaces A,(a) and Al (a) are nuclear for every a. (Immediate from 2.3 
and 3.5). 
In particular, the spaces A, and Al are nuclear. 
3.7. REMARK 
It follows from 2.4 that the criterium in 3.5 can be used to decide easily whether 
a n.a. countably normed Frechet space with a Schauder basis is nuclear. 
3.8. REMARK 
The criterium in 3.5 provides a method to construct without difficulty lots of 
n.a. nuclear Frechet spaces with a Schauder basis. 
The question may rise whether not all these spaces are isomorphic. This 
question is meaningful because it is known that all the n.a. Banach spaces with 
a Schauder basis are isomorphic. 
In the next section we’ll show that the situation is completely different for 
n.a. Frechet spaces even in the case where K is spherically complete. In fact a 
much stronger result is obtained. 
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54. NON-ISOMORPHISM OF NON-ARCHIMEDEAN FRECHET SPACES 
4.1. DEFINITION 
Let E and F be locally K-convex spaces. 
A continuous linear mapping T : E -+ F is said to be compactoi’d if there exists 
LIE 4YE such that T(U) is compactdid in F. 
4.2. PROPOSITION 
Suppose K is spherically complete and let E and F be infinite dimensional com- 
plete locally K-convex spaces. 
If every continuous linear mapping from E to F is compactoi’d then no sub- 
space of F is isomorphic to E. 
PROOF: 
Assume that there exists a subspace Fi of F which is isomorphic to E and let 
T:E-+F, CF 
stand for the isomorphism. 
If T were compactdid there would exist UE 4YE such that T(U) is compactoi’d 
in F. Then T(U) is relatively c-compact in F (F is complete). Now Fl is 
closed in F (E is complete). So T(U) is relatively c-compact in Fl or T(U) is 
compactdid in F, . Since T : E + F, is an isomorphism, II is compactdid in E and 
E would be finite dimensional which is a contradiction. 
4.3. PROPOSITION 
Suppose K is spherically complete. 
For every pair of sequences of positive numbers a=(a,,), b=(&) which 
increase to infinity we have: 
All the continuous linear mappings from Al(a) to A,(b) are compactdid. 
PROOF: 
Let T : A i (a) +A,@) be linear and continuous. We have to find a zero-neigh- 
bourhood U in A,(a) such that T(U) is compactdid in A,(b). By [2] prop. 14 
(d) =$ (a) it is sufficient to prove that T(U) is bounded in A,(b). 
Denote by (pk) (resp. (p,,,)) the sequence of n.a. norms determining the 
topology of Al(a) (resp. A,(b)). 
Then T is compactdid iff: 
(1) ZkO such that V’m : sup 
P,( T(o)) 
~d~b) pko(a) 
=K,,,<oo. 
This condition is equivalent to: 
(2) YkO such that V’m : sup 
pm U&N =K,,,<ao. 
n Pko (en) 
Indeed (1) * (2) is obvious. 
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If (2) holds then 
vm V~EAI(~):P,(V~))=P,(C a,T(e,))lm”~la,IP,(T(e,)) n 
5 m,a” 1~ I KmPkoW =&P&G. 
It is clear that instead of taking the norms given by the definition we can take, 
as an equivalent system of norms. 
pk(a) = m,a” Ia, 1 e(-On)‘k k= 1,2, . . . on Al(a) 
and 
p,(a) = m,ax Ion I embn m = 1,2, . . . on A,(b). 
Finally we put T(e,,) = (Tin)i o&(b), e,, E/~*(U). 
So we have to prove: 
(3) Z7ko such that Vm : sup 
rnax ITi,, I embi 
e-(6&0) 
=K,,,<oo. 
n 
Now, by the continuity of T we have 
(4) Vm, Zk such that sup 
P&V) < o. 
-Al@) PA) * 
In particular, for m = 1 and a = e,, , n = 1,2, . . . this gives 
(5) Zkl such that sup 
max ITin 1 ebi 
” e-(n,/kl) < O”* 
We choose k. = 2kl and prove that this k,, satisfies (3). 
Let m be arbitrary. 
Choose ml = 2m - 1 and let k2 be the corresponding value of k coming out 
of (4). 
Then we have 
an 5+a, 
c52k, 2k2’ 
By the choice of ml we also have: 
max I rin 1 embi I (max I Tin ) emlbi)1’2 + (max ITin I ebi)“*. 
i i i 
Finally: 
rnax ITin I embi 
sup e-(Mkd I sup 
rnax )Tin ) embi 
n n e-(u,/2kl). e-(a,/2kz) 
I sup 
rnax Itin I emibi’ 
n e-(un/kd 
< 03 by (4) and (5). 
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4.4. COROLLARY 
Suppose K is spherically complete. 
Then no subspace of A,(b) is isomorphic to Al(a) (for every pair a, b). 
In particular, no subspace of A, is isomorphic to Ai. 
55. NUCLEARITY OF THE DUAL SPACE 
5.1. 
Let E be a n.a. countably normed Frechet space with a Schauder basis. We 
want to discuss the nuclearity of its topological dual space E’ under various 
locally K-convex topologies. 
First remark that every locally K-convex space is nuclear for the weak 
topology. 
Indeed, the corresponding n.a. Banach spaces & are then finite dimensional. 
So all the operators (pUV have finite rank and are therefore compactoi’d. 
By (2.2) and (2.4) our problem reduces to the investigation of the nuclearity 
of K(B)X. We consider on K(B)X the locally K-convex topology defined by the 
n.a. semi-norms 
k+W=m~ lwil, -WW YEW% 
which is the “normal topology” of the dual pair (K(B)x, K(B)). (See [l]). 
We denote this topology by n(K(B)“, K(B)). 
5.2. LEMMA 
Let (a/) be an infinite matrix of positive real numbers such that 
i) lima; = 0, Vk 
ii) afk 5 a,?+‘, Vi, Vk. 
Then there exists a sequence (pi) C K such that 
IPil~l9 M9 (Ipil)T 03 and liml&la~=O, V/r. I 
PROOF: 
Choose(6i)CKsuchthat0~16iI~l, Viand(I~~j)~O. 
Then 
Vk, JIik with a~cld~k)2 izi, and ikcik+, Vk. 
Take 
pi= 1 i=l,2, . . ..it-1 
1 
BiBi=- ikli<ik+l 
8, 
Then the sequence (pi) satisfies the conditions of the lemma. 
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5.3. COROLLARY 
Let K(B) be a n.a. K&he space. Then for every (Y = (a;) E K(B) there exists 
r=(n)EK(B) such that j)+lzlo;l, Vi, and 
lim : = 0. 
, 
PROOF: 
Let a~ K(B) where B = (b/). 
Then 
lim(lail bF)=O, VY., and Joi $~loiI $‘I, Vi, Vk. 
By 5.2 there exists a sequence (Si) with ISi I L 1 (ISi I)? 00 and lim(lSi I loi I bf) = 0, 
Vk. 
Putting y; = ai 8; , the sequence (n) satisfies the conditions. 
5.4. PROPOSITION 
The dual K(B)X of any n.a. K&he space K(B) is nuclear under the normal 
topology n(K(B)$ K(B)). 
PROOF: 
We have to prove that for every y E K(B) there exists 6 E K(B) with ps L pr and 
such that the canonical mapping 
is compactdid. 
We first describe the space (K(B)X/p-i(0))“. 
Let yEK(B)andputI,={iIyi+O}. 
Then for a E K(B)X: 
Py(o)=mEy IciYil 
and 
Y 
p;‘(O)={Cl[ tYEK(B)X, ai=O, ViEI,}. 
For 6 E K(B)X, denote by [6] the corresponding element of K(B)X/p,l (0). 
Then II PI II = p,(6). 
Put A r = { (Si)i e 1 C K 1 v$r yi Si = 0) and consider the mapping 
Y 
It is easy to see that f is an isometry from K(B)x/p;‘(0) onto a dense subspace 
of A,. 
Remark that A, is complete. (On A, we consider the norm 1) (Si) ] = me”;” I yi Si I .) 
Y 
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Hence K(B)X, n(K(B)X, K(B)) is nuclear iff 
Vy E K(B), Z&Y E K(B) with ISi 12 ( yi 1, Vi 
and such that the canonical injection P,,~ : Ad +A,, is nuclear. 
Now this is the case (same proof as for 3.5) iff 
lim A=0 
- i si 
This completes the proof when applying 5.3. 
5.5. REMARK 
The space co is a n.a. Kothe space K(B) for B = (b:) and bf = 1, Vi, Vk. 
By 5.4 the space (c~)~= I” is nuclear for the topology n(P’, co). This means 
that the normal topology on I” is strictly weaker than the norm topology for 
which it is a n.a. Banach space (see 3.4). 
5.6. PROPOSITION 
Suppose K is spherically complete. 
Then the dual K(B)X of any n.a. K&he space K(B) is nuclear under the 
Mackey topology r(K(B)", K(B)). 
PROOF: 
This follows from 5.4 and [l] prop. 16. 
5.7. PROPOSITION 
Suppose K is spherically complete and let E by any n.a. countably normed 
Frechet space with a Schauder basis. 
Then 
i) E' is nuclear under the Mackey topology. 
ii) If E is reflexive, the strong dual of E is nuclear. 
PROOF: 
i) follows from 2.4 and 5.6. 
ii) If E is reflexive r(E',E)=&E',E). 
5.8. COROLLARY 
If K is spherically complete then the strong duals of the spaces A,(a) and Al (a) 
are nuclear for every u. (Indeed these spaces are reflexive: [2] prop. 14 (d)*(a).) 
5.9. REMARK 
The preceding result does not hold if K is not spherically complete. 
Take indeed E = co, which is reflexive, but E'= I” is a n.a. Banach space for 
the strong topology. 
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